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We here present experimental infrared spectra on two �C6H6��C6D6� benzene dimer isomers in the
gas phase. The spectra show that the two benzene molecules in the dimer are symmetrically
inequivalent and have distinct IR signatures. One of the two molecules is in a site of low symmetry,
which leads to the IR activation of fundamental modes that are IR forbidden by symmetry in the
monomer. In the spectra, all four fundamental C–H stretch modes of benzene are observed. Modes
in the dimer are shifted up to 3 cm−1 to the red, compared to the modes that are known for the
monomer. For the �13 B1u C–H stretch fundamental mode of benzene, a first experimental value of
3015+2

−5 cm−1 is determined, in excellent agreement with anharmonic frequency calculations
presented here. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2198828�

Due to its high symmetry and small size, benzene serves
as a model molecule to understand the symmetry properties
of molecular vibrations in polyatomic molecules and re-
search on its vibrational modes dates back 70 years.1 Since
then, the benzene molecule has been continuously in the fo-
cus of intense experimental and theoretical efforts. The fun-
damental frequencies of most of its 20 symmetry unique vi-
brational modes are well known.2 However, for two of the
modes, for which the frequency can only be determined in-
directly, the currently accepted values are 50 years old.3 One
of them is the �3 �Wilson notation1� A2g mode with a value
near 1350 cm−1. The other one is the �13 B1u C–H stretch
mode. Both modes are neither Raman nor IR active. The
�3 A2g mode can be observed as a weak transition in liquid
benzene as well as via combination bands.3 For the funda-
mental frequency of the �13 B1u mode, a value of 3057 cm−1

is frequently cited as the experimental value. However, this
value is deduced indirectly by applying product rules on
modes of C6H6 and symmetrical C6H3D3.3 The application
of such product rules is only valid for harmonic frequencies
and will fail when modes are coupled via Fermi resonances.
It is now known that such Fermi resonances play a role for
the �13 B1u mode, as it strongly interacts with the �8+�19

�E2g+E1u� combination band. One can thus put a question
mark on the value of 3057 cm−1 for the �13 B1u mode.

Benzene also serves as a playground for theory and vi-
brational properties are investigated using empirical
force-fields1,4,5 as well as ab initio harmonic analysis at vari-
ous levels.6 Since recently, the role of anharmonicities is
investigated. The resulting predictions of the value of the
frequency of the �13 B1u fundamental mode range from
2988 cm−1 �Refs. 7 and 8� to 3083 cm−1 �Ref. 9�. A value of
3028 cm−1 is predicted by ab initio theory as well as by
recent empirical force fields10,11 while another study predicts
a value of 3045 cm−1.12

Clusters of benzene have also attracted experimental13–18

and theoretical19 attention. Of special interest is the dimer, as
it can serve as a prototype for �-� interaction in aromatic
systems. There seems to be no clear consensus from theory if

the dimer structure is a parallel or T-shaped structure. Raman
experiments clearly indicate that the two moieties are sym-
metrically inequivalent16 and microwave studies show the
presence of a dipole moment.18 Both these results thus sup-
port a T-shaped structure.

We here present experimental IR spectra on the benzene
dimer as well as ab initio calculations that include anhar-
monic and Fermi corrections on the monomer. From this, we
conclude that the benzene dimer has a structure with two
inequivalent sites and that the fundamental frequency of the
�13 B1u mode in the benzene monomer is at 3015+2

−5 cm−1.
The IR spectra are obtained by performing ion dip spec-

troscopy on the benzene dimer complexes in a pulsed mo-
lecular beam in the region between 3000 and 3100 cm−1. The
complexes are generated by expanding a mixture of benzene
�0.03%� in helium at a stagnation pressure of 2 bar into
vacuum. The experiments are performed on a 50:50 mixture
of C6H6 and C6D6. The molecular beam is skimmed and
overlapped with the UV and IR lasers between the accelera-
tion plates of a time of flight �TOF� mass spectrometer. Tun-
able UV light is obtained from two frequency doubled
Nd:YAG pumped pulsed dye lasers. Tunable IR light is gen-
erated by difference frequency mixing of light from a dye
laser near 800 nm with the 1064 nm of an injection seeded
Nd:YAG laser that also served as the pump source for the
dye laser. This IR laser setup is very similar to one described
by Gerhards.20 For electronic excitation, the 00

0 transition to
the first electronically excited S1 state is used. This excitation
frequency is, depending on isotopic composition, between
38000 and 38300 cm−1. The 00

0 transition is symmetry for-
bidden in the benzene monomer, however weakly allowed in
the reduced symmetry of the dimer. For subsequent ioniza-
tion, light from a second frequency doubled dye laser near
282 nm is used. Ions are then detected in the TOF mass
spectrometer.

IR spectra are obtained by irradiating the molecular
beam with the IR laser about 60 ns prior to UV radiation.
When the IR laser is resonant with a vibrational transition in
the complex, ground state complexes are depleted and a dip
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in the ion signal is observed. Monitoring the ion yield at a
fixed UV wavelength as a function of the IR frequency gives
thus the IR spectrum of the complex.

The UV spectra of �C6H6�2, �C6D6�2, and
�C6H6��C6D6� in the 00

0 transition range are known.15 In the
here studied UV range �38000 to 38300 cm−1�, two transi-
tions at 38044.0 and 38246.4 cm−1 of about equal strength
are observed for �C6H6��C6D6�. The splitting results from the
isotopic shift of benzene in the electronic transition upon
deuteration.15,16 It has been concluded that the UV spectrum

is in line with a T-shaped structure and that the UV excitation
is always localized on the “stem” molecule.16 Thus, when
detecting �C6H6��C6D6� via excitation at 38044.0 cm−1 the
T-shaped heterodimer with the C6H6 moiety in the “stem” is
probed, while excitation at 38246.4 cm−1 probes the
T-shaped heterodimer with the C6H6 moiety in the “top”
position.

In Fig. 1, the IR spectra of �C6H6��C6D6�, when excited
at 38044.0 cm−1 ��C6H6�*�C6D6�� and at 38246.4 cm−1

��C6H6��C6D6�*�, are shown. Indicated with solid lines are
the three well known IR transitions of the benzene monomer
that occur in this range.17,21,22 These are the �20 E1u funda-
mental mode at 3047.9 cm−1, the �1�6�19 combination band
at 3078.6 cm−1 and the �8�19 combination band around
3101 cm−1. Shown as dashed lines are the positions of two
other, not IR active fundamental C–H stretch modes of the
benzene monomer: the �7 E2g mode at 3056.7 cm−1 and the

�2 A1g mode at 3073.9 cm−1.23

In both benzene dimer spectra, the three resonances that
are IR active in the bare benzene are observed. In all cases,
they are observed a few wave numbers to the red, compared
to the benzene monomer �see also Table I�. The exact posi-
tions and detailed structures of the peaks that are common in
the spectra differ from each other, this point will however be
discussed elsewhere.24 More importantly, one can see that in
the �C6H6�*�C6D6� spectrum additional resonances are ob-
served, one at 3012.4 cm−1, one at 3070.9 cm−1, and a weak
split peak �shown enlarged in the inset� at 3056.2 and
3057.3 cm−1. Two important consequences arise from the ob-
served difference between the two spectra: �1� the two ben-
zene rings must be symmetrically inequivalent and �2� the
two rings do not interchange on the time scale between IR
excitation and UV excitation/ionization, which is, in the
present experiment, about 30–70 ns. If the two rings were
equivalent and/or able to interchange on a 70 ns time scale,
identical IR spectra for �C6H6�*�C6D6� and �C6H6��C6D6�*

would result. Similar conclusions were also obtained from
Raman experiments.16

The IR spectra shown in Fig. 1 thus represent the C–H
stretch IR spectra of the two nonequivalent sites in the ben-
zene dimer. One of the two spectra resembles that of the
benzene monomer,17,21,22 while the other spectrum shows the
presence of additional transitions �see Table I�. What is the
nature of those transitions? The present experiment produces

FIG. 1. IR spectra for �C6H6��C6D6� when detecting via UV excitation on
the C6H6 �lower� and C6D6 �upper� moiety, indicated by “ *”. The frequency
positions of the IR active modes for the benzene monomer are indicated as
solid lines. The positions of two fundamental modes of the monomer that
are not IR allowed in D6h are shown as dashed lines. In the inset, the region
between 3053 and 3060 cm−1 for �C6H6�*�C6D6� is shown, taken with a
10� higher laser fluence. The peak indicated with an arrow in the spectrum
of �C6H6�*�C6D6� is attributed to the �13 B1u mode of C6H6.

TABLE I. Experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies �cm−1� for the benzene monomer and dimer.

Experiment Theory

�C6H6�*�C6D6� �C6H6��C6D6�* C6H6 C6H6 harmonic C6H6 anharmonic

�13 �B1u� 3012.4 — 3015a,b 3159.2 2993.2c

�20 �E1u� 3044.0/3045.6 3043.6/3046.0 3047.9d 3184.4 3030.1c

�7 �E2g� 3056.2/3057.3 — 3056.7b,e 3169.3 3034.8
�2 �A1g� 3070.9 — 3073.9b,e 3194.9 3053.2f

aThis study.
bNot IR active.
cIn Fermi resonance with the �8+�19 mode.
dReference 21.
eReference 23.
fIn Fermi resonance with the �8+�8 mode.
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spectra for �C6H6�2 �not shown� that are nearly identical to
spectra observed previously.17,25 There, in one experiment
two17 and in the other experiment all three25 transitions were
observed as well. As tentative assignment for the two stron-
ger transitions visible in Fig. 1, combinations with intermo-
lecular vibrations were suggested.17 We propose here a dif-
ferent assignment.

Our observations of two different dimer IR spectra are in
agreement with a T-shaped complex. In such a structure, two
sites are present of which one, the stem, has C2v �or lower�
symmetry. The other site, the top molecule, has formally Cs

symmetry. However, the barrier for rotation of this molecule
around its C6 axis �or, equivalent, rotation of the stem around
its C2 axis� is expected to be very low, so that it can be
viewed as a free rotor. In that case, the symmetry of the top
molecule is C6v and that of the stem remains unchanged C2v.

Benzene in D6h symmetry has four C–H stretch vibra-
tions with symmetries B1u, E1u, E2g, and A1g. In D6h, only the
E1u mode is IR allowed. Upon reduction of the symmetry,
more modes can become active. It can be shown that upon
reduction to C6v, the A1g mode becomes an A1 mode, which
is IR-allowed as well. When the symmetry is reduced to C2v,
all four modes become IR allowed and the degeneracy in the
E1u as well as in the E2g mode is lifted. We propose that the
additional lines observed in the lower spectrum of Fig. 1
result from those modes that become IR allowed upon sym-
metry reduction; the spectrum shown in the top of the figure
is attributed to the higher symmetry “top” molecule while the
one below is attributed to the lower symmetry “stem” mol-
ecule, consistent with the interpretation that UV excitation
always occurs on the “stem” molecule.16

Based purely on symmetry considerations, it is not pos-
sible to say whether those newly allowed IR transitions
would be strong enough to be observable and, if they are
observable, whether they are significantly shifted from the
positions of their unperturbed counterparts. Qualitatively, the
strength of the symmetry reducing perturbation �the intermo-
lecular interaction� will affect both, the strength and the shift
of the newly allowed transitions. For the benzene dimer, this
intermolecular interaction is very weak, compared to the in-
tramolecular interactions. This is expected from theory19 and
can also be seen from the shifts and/or splittings of the bands
in Fig. 1. For the modes in the dimer which correspond to IR
active modes in the benzene monomer, the observed split-
tings have a maximum of 2.5 cm−1 and the shifts compared
to the monomer are not larger than 4 cm−1. For the modes
that correspond to IR dark modes in the monomer, the mode
at 3070.9 cm−1 in �C6H6�*�C6D6� is only 3 cm−1 shifted to
the red from the position of the A1g mode in C6H6. The
modes at 3056.2 and 3057.3 cm−1 can be compared to the
E2g mode in C6H6 at 3056.7 cm−1. In the dimer, the degen-
eracy is lifted and therefore, a splitting is observed. Consis-
tent with the �negligible� shift and splitting, the band is ob-
served to be very weak in the dimer. The third “dimer”
transition observed at 3012.4 cm−1 we here assign to corre-
spond to the only other fundamental C–H stretch mode in
benzene that is left in this range, the B1u mode.

To further test this assignment, we have performed cal-
culations of the vibrational modes of benzene that include

the effects of anharmonicities. The calculations are per-
formed with GAUSSIAN03 using the B3LYP DFT functional
and the cc-pVTZ basis set. The resulting frequencies for the
C–H stretch modes are shown in Table I. Relevant for the
direct comparison to the experiment are anharmonic modes,
which also include the effect of Fermi interactions. Compar-
ing those with the known bands of benzene shows that the
calculated modes are between 0.6% and 0.7% too low in
frequency. Correcting the calculated value for the B1u mode
at 2993.2 cm−1 for this, results in a predicted value of
3013.0 cm−1 for the B1u mode. This is in excellent agreement
with the transition in the dimer observed at 3012.4 cm−1.
Comparing the positions of the transitions observed in the
dimer to those in the monomer shows that in the dimer, tran-
sitions are up to 3 cm−1 shifted to the red. This shift is of
course not known for the B1u mode, it would, however, be
surprising if this shift would be vastly different for this
mode. We thus include an estimated empirical shift of
2–3 cm−1 for this band and conclude that the fundamental
frequency of the �13 B1u mode in the benzene monomer is at
3015+2

−5 cm−1.
To summarize, it is clearly observed that the two ben-

zene moieties in the benzene dimer are symmetrically in-
equivalent and have distinct IR signatures. One of the two
molecules is in a site of low symmetry, which leads to the IR
activation of fundamental modes that are IR forbidden by
symmetry in the monomer and all four fundamental C–H
stretch modes of benzene are observed. When comparing to
the modes that are known for the monomer, modes in the
dimer are shifted up to 3 cm−1 to the red. “Blue-shifting
hydrogen bonds” are predicted by theory for the benzene
dimer26 and can be experimentally found in other gas-phase
clusters.27 In agreement with previous studies,25 they are not
observed here. For the �13 B1u C–H stretch fundamental
mode, a first experimental value of 3015+2

−5 cm−1 is
determined.
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